A Fond Farewell
August 3, 2018

Wyoming IBR
The NIBRS Transition

We would like to take this
opportunity to give a warm
goodbye to one of our fellow
employees. Samantha Kanish is
leaving us after 4 years of
service at our agency. She has
been the UCR Program Manager
and has run the NIBRS transition
for the State. Her last day is
Friday, August 10.
Diana Fisher will be joining
VerDeanne Smith and assume
the role. Diana will be your main
point of contact for NIBRS.
Please reach out to them with
any questions in regards to
NIBRS or Summary Reporting.

NIBRS 2021 Awareness Campaign

The State UCR Program has implemented Wyoming specifics in the new
repository as of July 31st. This moves the implementation plan into the
final two phases. The State vendor, Beyond 20/20 will be working on
completing the Reporting Module of our new repository. This will allow
the public and law enforcement agencies access to vetted data as soon as
it is uploaded and validated into the system.
Cody Police Department and Park County Sheriff’s Office have worked
together and are undergoing system testing. The State Program has a
testing program in place and all agencies will need to undergo this
program in order to be State certified. The testing will not only assist in
identifying programing issues but also IBR training opportunities. Once
the State has achieved FBI NIBRS certification, the IEPD will be made
available to all agencies in the State.
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Contact Us
Division of Criminal
Investigation
208 S. College Drive
Cheyenne, WY 82001
Diana Fisher
307-777-7625
Diana.Fisher@wyo.gov
VerDeanne Smith
307-777-7513
VerDeanne.Smith@wyo.gov

Summary Domestic Violence Collection
The Summary Domestic Violence Collection Excel Worksheet has been
modified to assist in the transition from Summary to NIBRS. There has
been a slight modification to the form however, the majority it still the
same. Agencies will only be permitted to use one offense, weapon,
disposition, and injury type from a drop down selection. Another key
feature is to help the repository differentiate duplicates. When there
are more than one victims or offenders in a Domestic incident, we ask
that you enter in the case number. This will require agencies to enter in
the “#” columns the offender sequence number so that the system can
identify which victim was involved in a physical altercation with a
particular offender.
We ask that by the end of August agencies transition to using this form
only. The Summary Domestic Violence Training Powerpoint and the new
form is attached to this email and can be downloaded from the DCIUCR webpage. The State Program is willing to provide video training
when requested.

